
A NEW SERIES BY
AARON TORONTO MATT TORONTO JORDAN TORONTO

GENRE: Streaming Anthology

DURATION 13 x  30 to 40 min episodes

Available on Request:

Trailer | Feature Film Screener

Pilot Script | Deck

Based on the NETFLIX Film

For the students at Hawthorne High, life online is... life. They
are comforted by it, haunted by it, addicted to it. Sex, peer

pressure, bullying, drugs, alcohol, love, friendship, violence... are

amplified by the screens these teens hold in their hands.

Nothing is real until it is reflected back to them through that

“black mirror.” As they desperately search for connection, the
very technology they use to find it is also their greatest source

of isolation.

Harnessing the voyeurism innate to social media, each 30 to 40

minute episode unfolds across a variety of platforms, all on the
private screens of our characters. Every new episode follows

one or more students at Hawthorne High – a typical American

high school - and weaves in and out of various social strata as

they share their lives online. The stories incorporate everything

from video chats to texts to tweets to photos and back again...
each triggering another barrage of online drama.

A fearless anthology series, raw and unfiltered, viewed through the screens of 

American teens. Each new story uncovers the realities of adolescent life in the face 

of the merciless social media machine.

Since its release on Netflix, our film, Face 2 Face has amassed a cult following. The trailer has

over 8 Million views on Instagram and has garnered over 6K comments across social media

platforms. In addition, the video-chat convention allows us to create high quality stories at a

low cost with minimal crew in record time. We shot the entire feature in just eight days!

Face 2 Face is perfectly tailored for streaming platforms as it recreates the online experience,

immersing the viewer in the world of the characters. It takes an evolutionary leap from the

“found footage” format – which typically serves the horror genre – to an unflinching portrayal

of teen life. Face 2 Face tells their stories in their native language.
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